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Statekent

anizati n f Schools has two primary-ob-

owledge of how Schools aftect-their,

pr -esand' to use thin knOwledgelto develop ,Nett

and organiation.

The .genter works through three programa to achtaye its objectives

the

Studies iii School Dese

soci'l o4anfiation.df schools to studythe,internal condi-

ation program applies the baiic

ions Of'deaeg egated'sehooli, he feasibility of alternative desegrega-

.tion'poliCies,. and the interrelation of school desegregation with other

r

,equityissues such aa housing and job desegregation. The SchooLOrgan 13

tion program is

k°,s

currently.concerned with authority-control structures,

uctures, reward systems, and peer group processes in schools.

It has produced a large- -scale study of the effects of open schools has

developed the Teaffia,Comes-Tournament (TGT) instructional process for
4

teaching various subjects in elementary and secondary - schools, and has

produced a computerized system for school-wide attendance.monitoring.

The School P _artier Development program is studying transitions

(

from'high school to post secondary institutions and the role of schooling

in the development of career plans and the actualization of labor market

.outcomes.

This report, prepared by ,the School Organization Program, identifies

formal and iyvfurmal dimensions of school authority structures and'discusses

their effects on student development.



Abstract

The debate about appropria e student - teacher authority relations in

schools has persisted at least since the,move_ nt for "progressive educe-

on" in the 1920's, and 6flected today in the debate between "Open"

education programs and "traditional" education programs. This paper,

f ;

based on dAta from 7361 students in elementary and secondary open and

traditional schools, examines the role of school authority structures in

the learning process. The paper identifies formal and informal aspec

of the authority structures. Fo-mal aspects, such as individualization of

t_ on and cent r udent assignments, differed much more between

Schools than did informal aspects, such as the eachers' clasdroom decision-

making Styles. However, the formal aspects facilitate the small differences

in informal aspects found between schools. 'Also, the formal authority rela-

ns are found to have a small effect on nonacademic student outcomes

such as- self - reliance and attitudes toward school, while the informal

-authority relations show a much stronger effect.
4

iii



Introduction

The authority relationship between school teachers --.and students has

frequently been therohject of reform movements in education. Educational

theorists and practitioners have contested issues of school authority

relations at least since the movement for "progressive education" in the

1920's (Ceemin, 1961).- While there may be a long-term historical trend toy

increase.__ student prerogatives in school decisions, each. change seemil-

to be _followed by coanterpressures. At one time there will be movement

towards minimizing school regulations and maximizing student involvement,

in decisions. Then the pendulum will swing in .the direction of stricter

uniform standards and stronger teacher control of student behavior.

In recent years, there have been several reform movements concerned

with the controls on students, regarding both nonacademic and academic

behatior. In the 1960's, t the height of student demonstrations in high

school, there was an emphasis on student political and social rights in

nonacademic school affairs. From the late 1960's through the current

decade, there has also been renewed attention to how authority is struc-

tured to control student academic behaviors. Contemporary schools that take

different positions on duthority-control issues may be represented by

those emphasizing "open" learning envieonments compared to those suppor-

ting "traditional" ur "back toyg;ics" programs. But the debate-about

the appropriate.student-teacher authority relations in schools remains

unresolved and is likely to continue among educational practitioners and

theorists.

To learn more about school authority structures in the learning pro-
,

cess, we undertook a study in 1973 and 1974 of open and traditional' schools

-1-



(Epstein and McPartiand 1975, 1976a, 1976b, 1977a, 1977b; McPart and and-

Epstein, 1976,*1977). This study id-eluded test and questionnaire data

on 7361 students from grades 5, 6, 7, 9 and 12 of-23 elementary schools,

10 middle schools, and 6 high schools. Two general questions were ad,-

dressedi, What are the defining components of the school authority dif-

ferences that are successfully implemented in open schools? Which student

outoomes.are affected most by changes in school authority structures?

Dimensions of School Authority -

The research was conducted in a rapidly growing suburban school

system that-had adopted a policy to implement "open education" in many

of its new and existing school buildings. Since at the time of our

-study the policy had been actively pursued for more than five years, the

school system provided a valuable research opportunity to learn which par-

/
ticular school authority dimensions may be most easily changed and which

changes may be Most resistant to successful implementation.

Some obvious differences could be observed between the open schools

and 'the traditional schools in the system. Instead of buildings with many

self - contained "egg crate" classrooms with fixed rows of seats for 20 to

30 students, the open schools utilized large open spaces containing

several instructional areas and a large central area that accommodated

100 or more students. The moveable furniture was arranged differently

from the standard rows of de ?ks found,in more traditional schools. Instead

teacher conducting a single lesson for'all from the front of the

room, there were many Activities going on simultaneously and more freedom

of movement among the student_ in the open schools. And, you could find



teachers in Many of the open schools who would talk about different staff

attitudes tin the role of students in classroom decisions, about an

improved climate for'studerkt-teacher relationships.

Yet it remained an important empirical question of how extensive

were both the formal and inforMal differences in' authority betweenbetweenythe
.

various schools. We did not assume that open space architecture deter-

mined the formal organization of instructionll practices, nor that---the

formal classroomlpra tices determined the informal relationshipsebetween

teachers and students. Instead, the first objective of this reseNrch

was to determine the particl,lar changes of formal and informal strbc-

tures that had actually been impleMented in the schools- As will be

)described below, the evidence strongly suggests that it is much easier

to,change the formal organization of instruction than it is to alter the

way teachers relates informally to their students.

Formal and informal aspects of school authorit

The distinction between formal and informal a angements is a famil-

.

iar one in many theories of industrial and other goal-directed organ-

izations. The formal organization of official regulations, roles and

purposes may be contrasted with the informal relations, attitudes and

expectatiOn that 'frequently guide behavior of individual members. This

study used a similar distinction between the foNpal'and informal aspe

of school authority structures, rather than beginning with a single aefini

tion that combined both aspects.

-.There have been a variety of definitions in previous descriptions

and research on open schools, Most of this work has focused on elemen-
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tary schools-and: hai included bath formai and informal features of class-

room -arrangements in, the definitionsof openness without questioning which

aspects are:the-most significant in actual practice. Some descriptions

of open education stress the quality- bf informal life in the classroom

.a)_ no emphasize the informal climate of teacherstudent lations in the
,

definition 'of openness (see, for example, Feathers tone, 1971; and Silber-.
j

man, 1973). Other work emphasizes the philosophy or attitudes of teachers ,

/
toward the learning process and includes the d- ition of openness

images of "child - centered education" in -which teachers.are'prepared to

folloW the natural curiosity, interests and abilities of individual sttf-

dents (see,-for example, Barth, 1972; Bussis and Chittenden 1970; Plowden,_

1967; and Weber, 1971), Some research opernalizes the concept of

openness by using measures that include both the attitudes of teachers

aboi;t the learning process and the diformal relationships infthe Lass-

room, as well as descriptions of the-formal arrangements-of materials,

instructional tasks, and official rules that govern classroom activities

(see, for example, Walberg and Thomas, 1972; Evans,-1972; and Tuckman,
S

' 1973)'.

Two general results from our resarch' help to clarify issues on

the definitions of openness by identifying the aspects of school authority

structures where significant changes can be directly implemented, and

the aspects where large changes are not common and occur indirectly.

1. Open and traditional schools differed ea _oryifprrnAlorg-

Za onal as ects of their author it- structure but the same schools did

not differ ne

ity relations.

sty much on the informal aspects of student- teacher-



As part of the procedures to define qie specific components that

distihgiiish "open" and ':traditional" schools, we idenkified these survey
,

items about classroom practices that showed the Agreement by students

in the same school and the least overldp,in responses by students fiom

different schools. This criterion of between-school variance was'used

learn mtich specific elements of hge had been most successfully

implemelit d in the "open"-schools. W eaioned that wben clear distind-

tions in students' perceptions of specific soot practices de nded

on the icular school they attended, then these specific- practices

had taken hold as a defining characteristic of,open schools. Conversely,

when the distribution of student reports about a school practi8e

very similar ifi each school, we argued that the practice was not as

successfully changed through the innovation of openness. Results snow

that. a measure that emphasized formal school structu- properties of

.openness has much stronger between-school differences than other mess

sures of the informal classroom processes.

The features on which schools differed greatly were: individualiza-

4
tion of instrr ction (whether the teacher usually permits different

viduals Or groups of students to- work simultaneously on separate assign-

meats), control of studLt_ conversation and movement (whether the teacher

permits st _rits to talk and move freely among different locations du ing

class time) control of sludent assAgnments (whether the teacher gives

students choices of alternative assignments) and fretI-ervision

of student (whether the teacher` w- its students to work on

their own for extended periods of time). These features are concerned
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with the structure of the control of cla__ oOm activities. In

simplest- the eacher's poi nt of)view, the\difference in
1

formal structure of gpn and traditional programs begins with whether a

singe less on is to be prepared for the entire class that will start

and end at a - fixed time or whether many alternative activities of different
.

content, difficulty or dvatian are to.be de available which different

students la n work on simultaneously. When classroom activities are in-

dividualized, the t ach4 spends less' time holding the attention

the entire class to a single.lesson and more time assisting particular

groups or individual students while other studint_ are busy with their

own lissigmbrits. From the students' point of view, ehia often means
-----

that fi'aer controls placed on their conversation and movement during

class and more responsibility is given them for choosing and organi-

zing Jearhing activities without constant teacher direction and super-

vision.
F.

These differences in individualization of program' did not always
1 1------

correspond to the existence of opelizapAce architecture of the school

building, In the sample of elementary and secondary schools, only a

little more than half of the teachers in open space buildings reported-

using a predominantly individualized instructional program Azhile iip to

one quarter of the teachers in traditional elf-contain ed classrooms

reported using individualized methods. So while open-space buildings

may facilitate the developmg_Rt of a variety of instructional approaches,

it is not surprising to find Lhat the architecture of a school by no means

determines how teachers will formally structure their classroom learning

activities,



71,

a

,
Just as the school architecture does not deter itw the formal

instructional

'1 of plassroom - ties

program; the formal aspects of indivldualization and con,-

. . ,

between teachers pid,students.

determine the informal social relations.

did not find the same large between-

'school differences on two measures of intormaliktudentuteachet-relations--

ent's° perceptions of teacher expectations andteachers' classroom

dedision-making s:C5r,10 One measure which:failed to strongly distinguish

the various

0

schools was a four-item scale of whether teachers' expected

iginality and, personal opinions in students' Glasswork, or whether
4.

they expected ct6sn conformity to their.own directions and ideas. A'

seCon

nee

ure on which'- the distribution of student perceptions

across the schools was a nine-item scale measuring whether

teachers- reserved most of the decision-making prerogatives for them-

sevlesr extended'decision-nAking opportunities informally to students.

The comparison was striking 'between measures of the formal and

informal aspects of school Oority terms of their between - school

variance. At the secondary level, the avenge between- school variance

for the ure of formal openness of ti-levf 1 program (36 percent)

was more than ten times as 1_a re as for the scale of teacher expectations

and more than five times as large as for a scale of teacher decision-'

making style. Similar, though less dramatic differences were found

at the UPper elementary level. This means that, while student reports

on the more form aspects of openness depended strongly upon the pa_ti-

cular school they attended, the same was not nearly-1 o true for their

perceptions informal social processes in the classroom.

it appears that in implementing open education it was possible to



successfully implement f6rmal sngesin the individualization ofyth--

instructions ,program'that altered thelsmount of Time students would be

--under's rict controls and close supervision f their teachers, but

was notpsy to change te,achefs' abobt-ki-Cei: domin'Ant 'role as

the authority in informal Acounters. There were teachers-locat-

every schbol who regular y shared authority -with studen

11

who did not Because infofmal authority relations may determined by

well established personality)_ratts or educational philosophies of iddi-

vidual teachers may be very difficult to train or recruit a faculty

to establish a distinctive style of informal tesche ,-st6dent,relations

throughout a school. On the other hand, changes in the formal organiza-

tion of instruction from traditionaYsingle-lesson classes to numerous

simultaneous activities appear to be more easily institUXed.in schools,

V
aad these changes can at least alter the frequency and extent of lea hers',

contact with students where strict controls are applied,'

These results should not he read to say there were no effects at

all of the formal aspects of openness on the informal social processes

win teachers and s tude s were in contact. There is _v6dence of some

statistically significant and subs .stively important relationship bet-

ween the formal and 'informal aspects of school authority, although these

relationships were not very large. this is the second important general

the dimensions of school authority differences:result from this st dy of

The small differences between schools on informal aspects of

teacher-student authority relations e facili b the lar ce formal

'zatic nil differences of schools.
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There is convincing evidence that there are some facil't:_

effects of 'the openness of the f--

chers' informal expects

same measure on which We reported a small between-scholul variance, we
.0.

examinee hether° he formal structure of opeiiness is related to specific

kinds of teacher expectations. Students were asked about their teache:

eXpecLatiqns on tee following font behaviors: "Students should listen

instructional program on tea-

for student behavior. 'Using items om the

we4.1 and follow directions; students should have unusual, imaginative

ideas; students should do work that is nest and clean; and students should

speak out with opinions." Students were asked to -rate each behavior on

scale from 'very portant" to all important" to their teachers.

Even though student ratings across the sample were positively correlated

for all p h se four items - -teachers who were seen to have high
AF

expectations on one behavior were also generally reported high on other

behaviors--an interesting set of relationships was found with the formal

open school measure. Students in more open schools at 'all grade levels

consistently report less teacher emphasis on strict following of direc-

,

Lions or neatness in work and more teacher emphasis on creati ideas

and expression of students' opinions. These relationships were small

but statistically signi nt and consistent across all grades in our

sample. The results __ that open school organization facilitates

the development of teacher student ations that deemphasize uniformity

and reward originlity and self- expression. Some teachers who wish to

foster student individuality nay' find the open structure more enabling

than traditional classroom strictures, and other teachers may come to



value freer student expression

structional prOgram
FS'

There also convincing evi

facilitates teacher-s

)7
consequence of conducting _ c

hat formal open school structu

ent sharing of 'decision-making author

These analysesinvolved the sam measure of., teacher decision-making

style on whicf e reported a s all between - school 'variance. Although

the differences

son to

--en schools on this measure were very small in compari-

the measure of formal ucture of openness teacher decision-

making style did represent a true difference in the school environments

of open-versus traditional. Schools. We found th e times as much dif-

ference in between - school classroom decision - making style (6 percent)

as there was for an exactly parallel measure of parents' decision - making..

style (2 perce t)* Since boEh scales were based on student perceptions,

the interpretation of this diffe ence in between-school variances is

that the tea `her decision- making scale represents a small but true dis-

tinguishing feature of the school environments. Moreover, we found a

significant positive* relatinship between the formal bpe,:n school measure
)1L160

and the scale of informal teacher decision-making style. This reld-

tionship was examined in general and more specifically by using refined

within - school measures of openness and teacher decision-making style for

three academic subjects,.

the instru

every grade level, the formal. openness

ional measure correlated in a significantly positive direction

with the informal decision-making measure,. either in .6neraj for all

subjects in grades 9 and 12, or for particular subjects in grades 5, 6

and 7, where wLthiu -scho tl distinctions.between openness of sub_juets



were important. These tesultsosuggest that teachers who may find it

difficult in traditional instructional programs to establish an infor-
r

mal decision making nership with students may be able to develop such

aAinform 1 environment within the open instructional programs.

Other research also suggests a, faci inglink between the organ-

ization of class1 m tasks and teacher's style4of controlling behaviory

Bossert '6977), observations of elementary school teachers' behaviors,

finds that a teacher may be limited in the kinds of student behavior

encourages by the m:and responses he or sI

method of instruction_

raditional single - lesson

that structure requires more teacher control

and uniformity in treatment pf students. He describes how the same

teacher may develop different informal relationships with students,

depending upon the formal organization of instruction.

Our results on the dimensions of school authority-in open and tra-

ditional elementary and secondary schools` ray he summarized follows.

The major changes

aspeCts

A
hat are implemented in o

of the program:

schools concern the form

individualization, ol of conversation and

movement, control of student assignMehts and supervision of assignments.

Informal aspects of teacher-student relationships, which may

tion A the distribution of teacher personalities or educational Phil-

func-

osophies, are not nearly so easily changed. Nevertheless, the formal

structure does a--

ptobanility of i

a have a,small bat significant effec on'

`ormnt relationships developing in which teachers give

mot' emphasis to student originality and involve students more frequently

in tie classroom process .
4,1



The next objective of is study was to examine effects of school

authority differences, both effects of the f orral program differendes

that most clearly disti lshed the open and traditional school struc-

tures, and affects of the differencds in inflormal student-teacher,author-

tty relations that frequently existed within both open and traditional

school stcuetures.

Effects on Student Outcomes

A variety of student comes wore studied for possible effects

from differences of the formal and informal organization of authority in

.schools. The outcomes included (1) students' academic development, as

measured by standardized achievement tests and educational- aspira

students' nonacademic development, as measured by selected personal=.

scales, and (3) strident attitudes toward school and school coping

skills, as measured by indices of student satisfaction and school behaviors.

The analyses of the effects of.school differenc6s on these outcomes con-

trolled statistically on differences of student background, so that the

nonrand om distribution of students among the different school settings

would be taken into account. The family background controls included

socio-economic status and family authority relations, as well as race,

sex, and ability.

The results can be summarized -for three questions about etfelts on

student outcomes: What are the effects of the formal program of openness?

hat are e effe of differences in informal processes of authority

relations, which may exist in both open and traditional programs? Does

the size or direction et school effects depend upon the type of family



environment,that a student has experienced?

ects of the formal en schools

Comparisons were made between students in open and traditional

schools on the various student

controlling on
,

fa ily background, The first general result comes from

these analyses.

1. The apparent effects on students due to differences in the

formal s ctur-__ofppen versus traditional echoqls are found for non-

-d outcomes and student attitudes but not academic outcomes.

ures, after statistically

owever even the effects for non-academic outcomes and student. attitude

are small.

For students' academicperformance, several extended analyses of

relationships between school opennss and student performance on standard-

ized tests failed to reveal sizeable or consistent effects. Students'

standardized achievement scores on ITBS achievement tests in grades 5,

7, 9 and the reading subest of the Test of Academic Progress in Grade

12 were studied. Using! conventional- analyses of the immediate impact

of openness on student! achievement, the degree of openness of the ins uc-

tion program accoun less than two percent of the variance in test

scores and the dire Lion of the relationship was inconsistent across four

grades (positive some grades and negative in others). These inconsis3

tencies were not explained by extended analyses selected to examine impor-

tant details of the relationship between openness and achievement. Ex-

tended analyses showed no orderly trends of achievement scores due to
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duration of attendance in open schools , no evidence that opennes's-0E.specific

subjects within schools is differentially dated to hieveMenton t4Ose

'subjects, and no evidence that openness interacts with any other va

included in the school effects model in consistent or interpretable

That the results do not suggest that the achievement of certainsub-

groups of students is more positively or negatively affected by ope4

education. The conclusion most clearly supported is that, at ,ele-

mdntary and secondary levels, .students ne ther gain nor lode in their

Pe ormance on standardized achievement tests as a consequenc_

ding open schools.

Similarly, open school attendance had no consistent significant

effects on students' educational aspirations. A measure of students'

college plans was analyzed for the secondary school sample, and failed

to show any is tent positive or negative differences that were related

a the type of school program.

for student personalit- develp ment, the picture was somewhat 'dif-

ferent for one outOme measure -- student self--reliance. This study used

an eighteen -_item scale that measures the degree to which individuals abed

s trong social Ppro
./

or explicit direction before taking action.

..

This scale has important properties of reliability and validity: it

discrimina am- , individ als1who were nonmed by peers and teachers as

independent students, .and itshows developmental trends of greater, average

self - reliance as student becomes older. With family_ard'inclividiA

characteristic's held constant, students in more open schools have slightly

higher se lt° It must be .stated that the size of the

effect at each grade level is not as impressive as the consistency of
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the positive direction of effects. In two years of data collection,

at every gra& level, there is a small positive impact of openness on

student self - reliance.

Other general student personality measures ---self-esteem and control

of environrr ent -- were not- influenced by open school experienc in

any size consistent way across the grades.

Several indic'es were used to measure student attitudes and school

The Quality. of School Life scale is a multidimensional

me3sure'nf students'. satisfact tr with schodl, commitment tc Glasswork,

and reactions to teachers (Epstein and McPartland, 1976a). In many

descriptive accounts of open _schools, mainly at the early elementary

level, students are described as appearing happier in open schools.

However, to consider the statistical accuracy of the observations, or

the generalizability of such finings at the secondary level, this re

search examined the effect of open schools on student satisfaction in

sortie- detail.

The present --search yields one very consistent result -- stud

in more open schools are significantly more positive in their evaluations

their te'acher, than students in more traditional schools. In grades

6 and 7, this is true when we examine particular subject classrooms,

and in grades' 9 and 12

subject clas

pattern is clear in every test conducted in

-s and at the school level. A the high school level,

where the varia tion in the openness of the sch -1 program is greatest,

SS t ru_ _ s in more open schools also report more general satisfaction with

school. And, At both the elementary asecondary levels, duration

at -ndance in open schools has positive effects on student evaluationi
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1041.

of teachers --d school in general. However, thee are no consistent

effects of openness on students' commitment to classwo k.

The effects of openness of school programs were not present for

some other school coping skills measured in this study. There are no

consistent, significant effects of openness on "school anxiety" (feel

tense or lost in school) or on "proso ial school -task behavior" (acting

as an "ideal" student). The measure "school - adjustment" (frequency

of disciplinary inclde did present some interesting patterns. Stu-

dents in more open programs repor=t being reprimanded in class mor-

1

quently for variety of &isciplinary reasons, especially in g Aes 6
4

and 7. At the high-school level, there was no significant difference

in adjustment between students in open and traditional schoOls. In

addition, analyses of data collected over a two-year period suggest that

students with initial disciplinary problems learn to adjust in the open

schools; students with adjustment problems one year had fewer problems

the next year in more open schools, while in traditiohal schools more

of the same students continued to have discipline problems both years.

In general, while some selected student outcomes were consistently

and sigLifictly related to the formal structure of school openness,

none of the- effects were very large. Thus, the formal aspects of

openness, whi h were shown to be mot easily implemented in schools,

had a signifi t but small impact on certain non-academic and attitu-

dinal student ome.

The next phase of our study of educational affects examined the

effects of the informal teacher student authority relationships that
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r/

vary significantly within both open instructional program schools and

traditional schools. The second general result about effects comes from

these analyses.

2.

student outco

utnorit el ions in chools e s c- :elates

non comes.

Some earlier research in schools suggests that the way teach,rs

exert authority in the classroom can affect the deGlopment of some

student coping skills -(for 'example, in, Lippitt and White, 1939).

Similarly, many years -of family research have shown that authority rela-

tionships between parents and children in the home can have important

consequences for child de_...velopment (see, for example, Baumrind, 1975;

Elder, 1968; Hoffman and offman, 1964). Our research developed parallel

measures of teacher - student and parent-child'in4ormal authority relation-

ships to examine the importance of these factors on academic and non

academic outco

In contrast to the weak effects of the formal stru mature of school

programs on student outcomes, both the informal teadher9 =udent and
a

parent-child authority relationships were found to be mach more'strongly

related to all Student outcomes even after students' socio-economic

status is taken into account. In addition to the scale of teacher deci-

lion - akin csponding scale of parent decision-

making style, as measures of informal authority relationships with the

child; student scores on both scales are positively related to most of

the student outcome In particular, net of other facto

teacher-student decision - making scale scores were significantly and posi-
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tively related t© the measures of student self reliance and to all me

of school attitudes an _coping skills, inqldding student saris

faction, school adjustment, low school anxiety, and prosocial task -rela-

ted behaviors. And, net of other factors, the'parent)-child decisioq-

making scale. scores were significantly and-positively related to these

same outcome measures and other personality outcomes- as well. These

patterns were equivalent for males and,fe' ales at all grade levels in
0

entary, middle and high schools. in addition, two patterns of the

results of analyses provide some indica ions of the complicated causal

processes that link informal authority relationships to student develop-,

yent.

First, the results suggest that student-adult informal _uthoriry

relationships are more important than students' socio- econon.G background

for the development of positive non-academic outcomes. For example,

although student socio-economic status was the more dominant influence

in accounting for academic performance on standardized tests and in ex-,

plaining differences in students' educational aspirations, student scores

on measures of inebr_al teacher -s ruden

style showed that these practices were

and pare-pt.:child

especially impo

on personality and.strirudinal outcomes.

ct nd, the results indicate

decision-making

tant influences

at informal authority relationships

are not improved simply by elir _ting controls on youngsters at home

school, but.must reflect the ways in which authority-is communicated

and decisions are made. A fourteen -item scale of the number of

in the home, (level of regulation) wwas used in this study in addition
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to the parent-child decision-making scale t_ measure the family authority

relationships. Although these two scales wire positively 'correlated with

one another'-- fami'ies withfrequent child involvement`in decisions

tended to have fewer rules -- the two spales,,,Fere oft n not related to

student outcomes in thb same direction or degree._:Generally, the family

decision - making measure a much stronger sitive correlate than level

of regulation for most Atudent outcomes, especiajly studsbt self-reliance,'

school attitudes and coping skills. Moreover, when family decision-making

style was statistically controlled, infrequency of family rules was re-

lated negatively to some student outcomes. The fewer the rules, the

lower the student's perceived quality of school life, school adjustment,

school-task behavior, and aspirations. This suggests that reducing re-

strictions on children without the appropriate communication and decision-

making processes regarding authority issues may have unfortun_

This finding is in keeping with other research that indi-consequences.

behavioral

cates the reasoning processes between parents and children are critical

features of the authority relationships (Baumrind,' 1970; Becker, 054;

E]der, 1968).

In sum, we find that informal teacher-student relations have much

stronger positive effects on student development than formal organization

of authority in a school program. The lndicationsof the cam _ed

processes linking informal authority relationships to student develop-

ment may help to explain why it has not been easy to implement successful

school changes on these important,ipformal factors.

The final element in this study of school effects was an examina-

tion of whether certain types of students are affected differently by



variations in the formal and informalAructure of school audio

The third --eneral result comes from these analyses.

3. There is no -strop evide

ty

diff renf combinations

a il and school environments 'i teract to influence student outcomes.

The effects of differ nee in -school-enviro- rents do not see end

on student soc -anomie status am l uthor P tices.

+Both researchers and practitioners have emphasized the nee -d -to con-

Sider whether certain students would be more likely,to benefitrom a

revised school __rue' e than other students. Although interactions

have been difficult to document and replicate in educational research,
ib

especially for populations of non-deviant students (Berliner and Cohen,
7

1973; qronbach and Snow, 1977; Feldman and Weiler, 1976; Salomon, 1972),

there gac reason to hypothesize that effects of formal or informal school

authority ctures would be different for students from particular

family backgrounds.

The current study examined closely whether students' experiences

at home would make them more or less receptive to the influence of open

school practices classroom decision-making styles on particular stu-

dent outcomes, We te, -ted the possibility that, congruence of family and

school lea nus is important for school satisfaction4and
1

coping skills Oee Snow, 1970 and Salomon, 1972 on "preferential treatment

interactiom3"- while-incongruence is important for growth (see Hunt,

1971 and Atkinson, tens, and O'Malley, 1976 on "disequilibrium of treat-

ment"), It is not difficult to imagine that students A-om traditional"

families in "open" schools may be less satisfied or comfortable in an



un amiliar,environment,,but yet may benefit most in developing self-

reliance J:recaeae they-have received less -ctice in self-reliance at

e-study'also considered th en schools may be partiCula ly

effec for the most economically advantaged students.

data do not support these hypotheses about family-school inter-

actiorreffects. extensiveanalyses of the interaction of 01.1 family-

by- school interactive possibilities, there were no_significant, con

tent or interpretabl- e-Interactions on any of the outcomes studied._ The

reSults,4pf 'tests of itera Lion indicate that students did no better o

work in o pen-and traditional.schools because of the matehing of ,parti-

cnIat family and school experiences. Similarly, there were notable

or impor its cial interaction= effects found in combination's of informal

teacher-siudent relations and various familyenvironment conditions.

The results of analyses of interaction effects suggest that the

congrue-ce or incongruence of schdbl and family environments; per se,

is not a primary influence on student development. Although there may
- V

be persbnal or philosophical reasons why parents seek school settings

for their children that "match" the family environment, this study con--

eludes that the main effects of,school and family practices that encourage'

student participation in decision-making at school and at home are more

important influences than environmental interaction effects for positive

student development.

lice ions for Thlor and Practice

Research findings that contribute to educational theory may or may

not have direct implications for educational practice. That depends in



large part on whether the variables identified by research as important

for student development can be purposefully manipulated-through prec-

ticatedue _tonal. reforms,

tudy of authority str-ucturea and student development ;sought

both to identify the types of student outcomes that are potentially*st

responsive to variations in authority relationships, and to suggest impor-'

tent practical considerations for capturing thii Potential, It is here

that the distinction between formal and infornial dimensions of school

authority structures is of interest.

In our -study of effects on

,..z-

that the informal authority relationships between teachekb and students

student development, we found evidence

has a strong impact on student outcomes, particularly on students' non-

academic,competencies and their attitudes toward school. The results

were parallel for authority relations at home

child decision-making practice

and in school: both parent?

and teacher-student decision-making pro-

cesses are shown to lave sizeable positi -elationships with students

non-academic attitudes and 'ehavior, net of the students' soeconomic

status. Further research needed to develop detailed theories of the

( processes at work, since our studies confi earlier research that corn-

plicated combinations of decision-making patterns'and levels of regula-

tion are involvedand the specific causal mechanisms are not all clear.

We also found that it is possible to implement changes in the formal

aspects of a school's authority structure. individualization of instruc-

ton, fewer rest-ictions,on student movement and conversation, more stu-

dent choice of assignments and longer periods of student resp:nsibility

for self-direction were all aspects that clearly distinguishe open from



traditional schools in our study.. These changes had statistic lly Fig-
.

nificant-but small effects en students' self-reliance_a satisfaction

with schoelT t'on standardized achievement test perforMSnce.

= These forma hangeS also appeared to heure a lacilitatingre feet

the-=informal relationships between teachers and students, and enabled

some teachers td' reinforce more student self-express and to involve

student re deeply in classrooiVdecision-Making prod

eAcilitat

'Yet these

effects did not, produce large overalLcontraSts between

schools in these informal asp tta of teacher- student authority relation-

ships. Nilthough schools with ope instructienal'programs.Od' slightly

different informal teachero-studen uthoiitTrelatkonships, each schogIV:

had a surprisingly aimilatrepresentation of teachers who reserved most

..Z:,-F--'

informal authority to themselves as well as teachers who shared more pre-

rogatives and responsibilities With students.

Putting together our results on the md-jor sources of potential

effects from authority structures and on thee prospects for practical

implementation, we find that a major task remains for. researchers and
4

educators, The informal aspects of teacher - student authority relation.;

ships appear to haVe strong potential for imp ct on particular student

outcomes, but these aspects are the most difficult to change throughout

chooL Conversely, important modifications in the formal authOrity

truc e of a school's instructional program can be institutedbut

these changes have'iittledirect impact on student outcomes and a limited

indirect role in facilitating important informal authority dimensions.

To fully capitalize on the potential of authority variables for student

development, work is needed to develop ideas on a y.Ariety of possible



changes in school authority :structures that can

implemented

be successfaily

and have impressive effects on studehts. Research is alaor,

needed to evaluate a wid_ range of%ducational experiments that have

successfully altered interesting features of the school auth6iity struc-
.

e. Basic research is-needed on the specific causal4processes under

Itog powerful teacher-student and parentrAild authority relationships

huggest analogous features` that may be embedded `in new organizational

forma for schools.
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